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Abstract
Digital media continue to reshape political activism in unexpected ways. Within a period of a few
years, the internet-enabled UK citizens’ movement 38 Degrees has amassed a membership of
3 million and now sits alongside similar entities such as America’s MoveOn, Australia’s GetUp!
and the transnational movement Avaaz. In this article, we contribute to current thinking about
digital media and mobilisation by addressing some of the limitations of existing research on
these movements and on digital activism more generally. We show how 38 Degrees’ digital
network repertoires coexist interdependently with its strategy of gaining professional news
media coverage. We explain how the oscillations between choreographic leadership and member
influence and between digital media horizontalism and elite media-centric work constitute the
space of interdependencies in which 38 Degrees acts. These delicately balanced relations can
quickly dissolve and be replaced by simpler relations of dependence on professional media. Yet
despite its fragility, we theorise about how 38 Degrees may boost individuals’ political efficacy,
irrespective of the outcome of individual campaigns. Our conceptual framework can be used to
guide research on similar movements.
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Founded in 2009, the UK citizens’ movement 38 Degrees had, by 2015, attracted a membership of more than 3 million (38 Degrees, 2015). In this article, we explain how 38 Degrees
works by focusing on its 2013 Big Tax Turnoff campaign to compel a leading energy
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company, npower, to pay more tax. Our aim is to contribute to current thinking about digital
media and mobilisation by building upon and extending an enduring concept in this subfield: hybridity. We draw upon unique data including participant observation, campaign
emails, social media content, online news articles and interviews with 38 Degrees’ leadership and a sample of members. In line with what we know about organisational hybridity
among similar entities in other countries we find that 38 Degrees’ leadership creates a wide
range of online repertoires that foster individual autonomy and self-expression among its
members. It switches its repertoires depending on the aims and focus of each phase of a
campaign. It uses digital media, particularly email, online polls and online petitions but also
social media discourse and metrics to enable grass-roots members to shape campaign strategy in real time. And it maintains loose networks of individuals, technologies and information that persist temporally and across a diverse range of issue campaigns.
We diverge from existing studies and open up new avenues of research by revealing
the extent to which 38 Degrees rests on a hybrid mix of digital and professional mediacentric repertoires. This hybrid campaign approach is designed not only to influence journalists but also serves to legitimate the movement to its own supporters by providing
visible signs of a campaign’s authenticity and its supporters’ efficacy. This is a source of
power but also a source of vulnerability. Delicately balanced relations of interdependence
between horizontalist digital media activism and professional media work can quickly
dissolve and be replaced by simpler relations of dependence on professional media. We
show that when professional media attention fades, interdependence turns to dependence,
and a 38 Degrees campaign is more likely to falter.
Explaining how and why this happens is one of our goals. To summarise our findings,
it is not because 38 Degrees is adapting to ‘mass media’ logic and becoming just another
elite-focused insider interest group whose primary goal is to get its stories in the press.
Nor is it because professional media trivialise and marginalise 38 Degrees by personalising its campaigns or framing it as a deviant ‘protest’ group. These are well-established
explanations for movement ‘failure’ in earlier social movement research (see, for example, Gamson and Wolfsfeld, 1993; Gitlin, 1980; Rucht, 2004), but we find little evidence
for these factors in the case of 38 Degrees’ campaigns.
38 Degrees’ leadership certainly tries to gain professional media coverage to convey
campaign momentum to its dispersed membership base, but how this works is complex
and differs from how it worked in earlier social movements (Gamson and Wolfsfeld, 1993;
Gitlin, 1980; Rucht, 2004). Professional media coverage is a mirror used by the 38 Degrees
core team to show its members that a campaign is still emergent and moving towards a
successful outcome. It is seen as a credible means of reflecting the iterative successes of
members’ actions, thereby potentially expanding the scope and scale of future action. But
as we show, 38 Degrees’ leaders and members capitalise on the nature of today’s media.
Collectively, members produce large-scale, publicly visible informational traces of their
own actions online: responses to issue-priority email polls, online petition signatures,
social media comments, ‘likes’, ‘shares’ and retweets. These are mobilised in the leadership’s interactions with professional media. The professional media coverage that follows
is then used by the leadership to reinforce momentum and build individual members’ efficacy, further increasing the likelihood that members will go on to participate in yet further
online actions. Subsequent professional media coverage will again further increase the
likelihood of member action, and so it goes on, in a virtuous circle. However, when this
circle is broken, it becomes difficult to sustain a campaign’s momentum. Despite this fragility and interdependence, we conclude our analysis with a note of cautious, if somewhat
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speculative optimism regarding how 38 Degrees may, over time, boost individuals’ political efficacy, irrespective of the outcome of individual campaigns.

Organisational Hybridity and Hybrid Mobilisation
Movements: Augmenting the Framework
Digital media continue to reshape political activism, and there is now a significant body
of research that includes several substantial and influential book-length studies.1 An
important strand in this literature is hybridity. We conceptualise this in two distinct
although interrelated senses: organisational and media-systemic.

Organisational Hybridity
The idea of organisational hybridity begins from the perspective that interactions between
the affordances of digital media and long-term shifts towards personalisation, political
consumerism and postmaterialist ‘lifestyle politics’ (Bennett, 1998) have created, among
many other things, a new political form: the hybrid mobilisation movement (HMM;
Chadwick, 2007). In the mid-2000s, only one example of this new form existed: MoveOn.2
Founded in the United States in 1998, by 2015 it had 8 million members. But over the last
decade, other HMMs have emerged (Kavada, 2012; Vromen, 2008, 2015; Vromen and
Coleman, 2013). Australia’s GetUp! was founded in 2005. Within a decade it had a selfreported 1 million members. SumOfUs, which facilitates multiple campaigns against corporate power, was founded in 2011 and now has more than 5 million members worldwide.
Avaaz, an international movement founded in 2007 boasted an extraordinary 42 million
members by 2015. And then there is the movement we examine here, Britain’s 38 Degrees,
founded in 2009 and now with 3 million members.3
What do we know about how these movements work? First, they cannot function without the complex spatial and temporal reconfiguring of political life that has been enabled by
the widespread adoption and organisational embedding of digital communication. Second,
mixing and switching between older campaign repertoires typically associated with parties,
interest groups and social movements, HMMs use digital media affordances to help them
quickly adapt spatially, temporally and institutionally – between online and offline action,
from one campaign to another and between elite-centric pressure strategies and member
activism strategies. Third, given that digital media networks constitute almost (but not
quite) the entirety of their organisational infrastructure, HMMs undergo an extraordinary
amount of shape-shifting (Chadwick, 2007: 285–286; Eaton, 2010: 187–188). They lack the
bureaucratic structures that make rapid structural change difficult for pre-digital organisations (Bimber, 2003; Bimber et al., 2005, 2012). Instead, they mobilise their membership
across loose affiliations of digitally connected individuals. These affiliations periodically
cohere and act before temporarily receding into inaction, only to cohere once more as the
latent ties and informational infrastructure that unites them provide readily reactivated
resources for action (Chadwick, 2007: 285–286). We build upon previous research on
MoveOn, GetUp! and Avaaz that has explored what makes these new movements tick.4

Media-Systemic Hybridity
We contribute new understanding in three ways. First, we present the first detailed study
of a 38 Degrees campaign. Second, we address a significant limitation in existing research
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on HMMs and digital mobilisation more generally by demonstrating how 38 Degrees’
digital network repertoires coexist interdependently with its strategy of gaining professional news media coverage. Third, while previous research has examined how these
movements harness digital technologies such as email, blogs and online petitions (Karpf,
2012), little is known about how social media, particularly Facebook and Twitter, function in HMMs. We begin to address this gap by explaining how social media comments
and metrics function alongside other digital media in an interdependent relationship with
professional media coverage.
Thus, our second conceptual starting point is that political communication now occurs
in a hybrid media system built upon interactions among older and newer media logics –
where logics are understood as bundles of technologies, genres, norms, behaviours and
organisational forms – in the reflexively connected fields of media and politics (Chadwick,
2013: 4). Actors in this system are articulated by complex and ever-evolving relationships
based on adaptation and interdependence and concentrations and diffusions of power.
Actors create, tap or steer information flows in ways that suit their goals and in ways that
modify, enable or disable others’ agency, across and between a range of older and newer
media settings (Chadwick, 2013: 4). As we show below, this approach focuses attention
on how even the most obviously ‘digitally-native’ political activism has now evolved to
the point where much of the daily practice involves the integration of older and newer
media, in a hybrid mix.
Our approach in this article also gels with an emerging body of research that seeks to
rejuvenate the older ‘media and movements’ tradition most prominently associated with
scholars such as Todd Gitlin (1980). Mattoni and Treré’s (2014) approach takes into
account the role of everyday digital media technologies that enable not only the circulation of information for mobilisation but also the importance of targeting media professionals during periods of contentious action. Similarly, Vasi et al. (2015) show how the
environmental movement in the United States now uses documentary film to influence
public opinion by integrating both elite media and social media strategies. We borrow
from these insights and we also seek to show how 38 Degrees does more than simply feed
stories to journalists. We show how polls, petitions, social media discourse, metrics and
crowdfunding not only aggregate members’ views and actions, they also present members
with accessible and visible signals of their own efficacy. In turn, these signals of efficacy
are an essential part of hybrid media campaign logics that involve influencing professional media coverage.

Data and Methods
We build our argument by drawing on data collected through interviews, participant
observation, campaign emails, social media content and online news articles (see
Appendix). From April to July 2013, James Dennis worked inside 38 Degrees’ headquarters and visited a variety of locations around Britain, contributing to the daily running of
campaigns as a volunteer. During this period, Dennis conducted 22 semi-structured interviews with 38 Degrees’ core staff and a sample of ordinary members. Interviewees were
selected through snowball sampling on the basis of contacts made during the participant
observation period. All emails sent during the Big Tax Turnoff campaign were gathered
through 38 Degrees’ Blue State Digital suite of campaigning tools, to which we were
given access. Posts were collected from 38 Degrees’ Facebook page on a daily basis
throughout the campaign. Twitter data were gathered using Sysomos MAP, a text mining
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platform which grants access to the full Twitter ‘firehose’ archive. Using a custom search,
we collected campaign-related tweets during a 6-week period in April and May 2013,
which allowed us to trace the relationship between campaign events and Twitter discourse
about npower and tax avoidance. Finally, online news articles relating to the campaign
were collected daily using Cutbot, a media monitoring service that collects news articles
according to search criteria.
We acknowledge that our single-case research design limits the generalisability of our
findings. However, the fieldwork on the npower campaign and earlier fieldwork for a
related study by Andrew Chadwick (2013) allowed us to assemble a rich qualitative data
set on 38 Degrees’ central staff and local members, whom we were able to probe on their
general practice beyond this particular campaign. This gave us a strong sense that the Big
Tax Turnoff campaign is broadly representative of other 38 Degrees campaigns. Moreover,
in exploratory research, a thick account of a single case can have advantages over thin
accounts of multiple cases. It can be useful for generating theory that might shape future
empirical inquiry, and it can be used to introduce variables that might have been missed
by previous research (Geertz, 1973: 3–30). These are our aims here. This case offers a
window on 38 Degrees’ campaigns’ interdependence with professional media – an important variable that is largely absent from the extant work on HMMs and, indeed, many
other accounts of digital activism.

Analysis: The Big Tax Turnoff Campaign
RWE npower is one of Britain’s largest integrated energy companies, with 5.8 million customers and a multi-billion pound valuation. On 16 April 2013, its chief executive, Paul
Massara, appeared before the House of Commons Energy and Climate Change Select
Committee. Massara was there to give evidence to the Committee’s inquiry into the lack of
transparency surrounding UK energy company pricing and profits.5 During this highly
charged hearing, members of parliament (MPs) asked Massara if he could confirm how
much corporation tax npower had paid during the period from 2009 to 2011. In a startling
admission, Massara said that his company ‘will not have paid corporation tax in those three
years’. Yet during this short period, npower had made £766m in operating profit. Immediate
reactions to Massara’s remarks came from journalists on Twitter (see, for example, Hawkes,
2013b). Within a day, 38 Degrees had launched a new national citizens’ campaign, the Big
Tax Turnoff, with the aim of forcing npower to pay more corporation tax.
The campaign began on 17 April 2013 – the day after the npower boss made his
remarks in Parliament – when the story was prominently covered by Britain’s most popular daily paper, the Sun (Ashton, 2013). It was this professional media coverage that
sparked the interest of 38 Degrees’ staff in the organisation’s central London office. The
decisions that drive 38 Degrees’ leadership’s priorities are generated from a range of
qualitative and quantitative data embedded in routine practice at the organisation’s headquarters. Most important are a weekly online survey of a random sample of members, the
analysis of formal and informal email feedback and the collection of data from social
media platforms, particularly Facebook (Interview 7 June 2013). ‘Jonathan’, a campaigns
manager and the staff member responsible for managing the Big Tax Turnoff campaign,
told us how 38 Degrees’ members had frequently used these mechanisms in the past to
prioritise tax avoidance (Interview 3 May 2013). The campaign, therefore, emerged from
a confluence of the central team’s ongoing priorities, their members’ previous concerns
and, just as importantly, the perceived need to take advantage of headline news in the Sun,
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a populist, right-of-centre and widely read tabloid newspaper with a daily print circulation of 2.1 million and a unique website user count of 30 million per month.6
In an important difference from traditional interest organisations, 38 Degrees’ central
staff do not instrumentally ‘choose’ campaign issues. Instead, the organisation’s routines
are structured so that members shape the leadership’s decisions on which causes to pursue. By posting items that may be of interest to members on Facebook, the central office
is able to harvest social media data from a significant proportion of their membership, and
most importantly, it is able to do this rapidly in response to news cycles. Executive director David Babbs said that Facebook offers a consultative space that not only establishes
clear and visible member support but also helps frame a campaign’s core themes and the
actions that might attract participants:
When we are communicating with our members about an issue it gives us insights into the
language they’re using, the tone that they would expect us to adopt on it. Are they angry or
scared, you know, those kind of things … It’s a very good way of bringing our members into the
room (Interview 7 May 2013).

After reading the Sun’s article about Paul Massara’s remarks in Parliament, the 38 Degrees
central team reposted the article on their Facebook page and requested ‘Click LIKE and
SHARE if you think 38 Degrees should campaign on this. Comment and let npower know
what you think of them’. Within a few hours, this post had received 2042 likes and 1254
shares – visible approval beyond the leadership’s rough sense of the thresholds that must
be breached for it to pursue a campaign. Campaigns manager Jonathan reflected on this
process:
We spotted the news story as a staff team … And then I popped it straight up onto Facebook and
asked 38 Degrees members the normal, standard line, which was click ‘like’ if you want to
campaign on this, if you want to do something about this. We saw a really big response. We saw
lots of 38 Degrees members chatting with each other online and that was the key reason why we
decided to launch it so quickly (Interview 3 May 2013).

38 Degrees’ campaigns are, therefore, built on the integration of digitally expressed members’ priorities and the leadership’s perceived salience of issues in professional media.
But this is not simply reactive opportunism by the core team because members had
already established tax avoidance as a clear priority in previous routine email poll
responses going back several years. It is this constant monitoring of its members’ attitudes that enables the organisation to adapt and respond to news events. Particularly striking here is the speed and agility of this process. The movement rides the groundswell of
enthusiasm and attention that surrounds an emerging news story while also generating
norms of authenticity and legitimacy that animate real-time responses and the thrill of
spontaneous mobilisation, even if the contextual groundwork for that spontaneity has
been completed in advance.
Next, on the basis of the Facebook straw poll, the leadership launched an online petition and shared the link on Facebook and Twitter, the 38 Degrees blog and, most importantly, in an email to the full list of 38 Degrees’ members. Email is essentially 38 Degrees’
organisational infrastructure, a trait it shares with MoveOn (Bimber et al., 2012;
Chadwick, 2007; Karpf, 2012), GetUp! (Vromen and Coleman, 2013) and Avaaz (Kavada,
2012). From the leadership’s perspective, one is a ‘member’ of the movement by virtue of
signing up to become an email recipient (Interview 5 May 2013).
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Within a day of its launch, the online petition had attracted 70,000 signatures (Compton,
2013). Its agenda-setting power was immediate. The following day, 18 April, several
national newspapers covered the npower issue, including the Guardian (Macalister,
2013a), the Daily Mirror (Hiscott, 2013a) and the Sun (Hawkes, 2013a). But this time, all
of these articles highlighted 38 Degrees’ petition (Jarvis, 2013).
The 38 Degrees npower petition was not just a tactic to aggregate opinion. The leadership had also requested that when people sign the petition they should state whether they
were a customer of npower, so the leadership was able to publicise the number of petition
signatories whom npower was in danger of losing as customers, unless it changed its tax
reporting. This amounted to 14,000 petitioners. The petition, then, was aimed at elite
news media, but it was simultaneously a means of applying direct material pressure on
npower. By encouraging its members to share the petition by email and on Facebook and
Twitter, 38 Degrees was also able to generate more petition signatures while increasing
the likelihood that npower’s brand would suffer negative network contagion as the message spread online. Given that the average UK household spends £1345 a year on natural
gas and electricity (Department of Energy and Climate Change, 2014), the material
impact on npower of up to 14,000 consumers moving their energy accounts would have
been substantial – probably more than £10m.
By meshing their campaign with an emerging news agenda that had originated with
events in Parliament first mediated by newspaper journalists, 38 Degrees’ central team
were able to capitalise on the reach, influence and legitimacy of professional media.
Online petitions and social media metrics – likes, shares and retweets – are particularly
suited to this approach. For news providers eager to frame stories around the resonance of
ordinary individuals’ collective outrage, they provide tangible evidence of citizen action.
In other words, journalists can use online petitions and social media discourse and metrics
to go beyond routine reporting of the opinions of a full-time, professional leadership of a
lobbying organisation or think tank based in the familiar Westminster ‘bubble’. In addition, these social media metrics were used by 38 Degrees’ staff as they urged the Guardian
and the Sun to cover the campaign.
This hybrid logic was also in action in the form of personal stories from 38 Degrees’
members. A few days into the campaign, as the online petition reached 100,000 signatures, the leadership sent emails to the 14,000 npower customers whom it had identified
had signed the petition, asking them to share their personal stories about the effects of
high energy prices, as a means of keeping the cause ‘in the news’:
Over 100,000 members of 38 Degrees have signed the petition telling npower to pay its fair
share of tax. Your support has helped rattle npower and got tax dodging back into the news.
But we need to keep up the pressure. The media have already shown interest in our peoplepowered campaign and chances are, it’ll be in the news again next week. And one way to
guarantee it increases the pressure on npower is to make sure they see their own customers in
the news, saying they’ll switch to another energy supplier.
Can you help? Would you be willing to share your story as an npower customer?7

This call for member involvement integrates three interdependent logics. First, the leadership’s decision to use the petition to gather the email addresses of those of its members
who were npower customers enabled it to activate those individuals through a micro-targeted email appeal. Second, without the authentic participation of these individuals – in
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creating their own personal and unique stories about what npower’s tax avoidance meant
to them – the appeal might have lacked resonance. As Vromen and Coleman (2013: 76)
noted in their study of two campaigns by Australia’s GetUp! the use of affect, personalisation and storytelling, when skilfully deployed, helps build solidarity among members.
Our evidence shows that a crucial third logic was also in play here: these publicly visible
personal stories provide the all-important human interest narratives that professional
journalists seek when framing their stories of economic hardship. The digital technologies that provide the structural foundations for the daily running of 38 Degrees have selfexpressive behavioural norms and expectations embedded in their design. The movement
continually encourages members to express personal and emotional responses throughout
the campaign process. And yet, to have influence among policy-makers and to carry the
campaign beyond the hard core of activists, these frames must also find their way across
the media system and be remediated in professional journalists’ coverage.

From a Blogger to the Sun – Via a Crowdfunded Expert Report
The next stage of the npower campaign provides further evidence of how 38 Degrees’
repertoires integrate older and newer media logics. Two weeks after the petition launch,
just as the campaign appeared to be fading, the Sun newspaper published a front-page
article reporting in some detail how npower’s alleged tax avoidance had been structured
(Hawkes, 2013c). The energy company was accused of receiving loans from RWE, their
German parent company, and funnelling money through an intermediary in Malta.
Npower was able to avoid corporation tax, the article alleged, by posting bottom-line
‘losses’ based on the significant cost of servicing these foreign loan repayments. 38
Degrees was quick to update its Facebook page to highlight the key facts from the Sun’s
new article (38 Degrees, 2013b).
What was the origin of the Sun’s vital new information? The Sun’s article did not happen by accident. In fact, it was based on a report published by the chartered accountant,
financial adviser and economic justice blogger, Richard Murphy.8 A couple of weeks
earlier, on reading about the 38 Degrees campaign on the day it was launched, Murphy
had decided to write a blog post outlining his views on what he saw as the contradictions
and dubious ethical foundation of npower’s tax policy (Murphy, 2013). 38 Degrees’ core
team spotted this online and, on the basis of that post, they hired Murphy, whom it was
agreed would be paid a consultancy fee to write a detailed report they might use to bolster
their case. However, a crucial point here is that Murphy’s professional fee was raised, not
from 38 Degrees reserves, but from a rapidly organised, crowdfunded online donation
drive among its members.
During our interviews with 38 Degrees’ members (see Appendix), the majority
reported that the movement’s aim to influence policy was central to their involvement.
And the leadership perceives it as important to show the members when this involvement
produces results. In this case, the leadership shared Murphy’s report and the front page of
the Sun in a member email, a blog post and a Facebook update (shown in Figure 1), forging a direct link between the member donations that enabled the report and the tangible
impact of a detailed investigation that would be ‘read by millions’ – in a professional
media outlet (38 Degrees, 2013a). The member email also juxtaposed the effectiveness of
individual member contributions – ‘it’s donations from 38 Degrees members that have
uncovered this scam’ – with a new set of requests for action, including sending an email
to npower chief Paul Massara.9
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Figure 1. Building on Professional Media Coverage to Spur Further Engagement (38 Degrees,
2013a).

Generating Immediacy with the Two-Step Poll
After further Sun newspaper coverage reporting critical remarks from MPs and ‘up to
£108 million’ of avoided tax by npower (Sun, 2013), and as the petition reached 170,000
signatures, npower chief Paul Massara invited 38 Degrees director David Babbs to discuss the campaign with him, face to face. This was part of a broader strategy of crisis
communication by the energy company (npower Press Office, 2013; Ward, 2013). 38
Degrees again linked this development to the influence of members’ previous actions –
signing the petition and funding the expert report that achieved mainstream media coverage: ‘npower are rattled. They’ve seen their huge tax dodge splashed all across the media,
and they’re squirming under the pressure of more than 40,000 emails [from members to
Paul Massara] and a 170,000+ signature petition’ (Falcon, 2013a). Also, faced with an
invitation to meet npower boss Paul Massara in person, 38 Degrees’ leaders did what they
usually do with invitations that ask them to represent their members: they asked their
members what to do.
A quick ad hoc online survey was created on the question of whether David Babbs
should agree to the meeting and if he should insist that a small number of 38 Degrees
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Figure 2. Step 2 in the Two-Step Poll.

Source: action@38degrees.org.uk. FW: npower. Email sent 14 May 2013.

members, who were npower customers, be present. But the Massara meeting survey was
not an open call. Members were offered a range of alternatives: encourage people to move
their energy accounts to an alternative supplier, contact local media to spread the campaign, contribute money to fund a national advertising campaign, and take part in a physical demonstration. Members were then encouraged to select their level of interest in each
option, using a simple three-point scale. However, members were also given the opportunity to make their own suggestions in the free text section of the survey. This served to
grant the leadership a mandate to create further and different enabling actions.
The survey results revealed that the majority favoured a meeting between Massara and
Babbs and a small group of 38 Degrees’ members. Babbs duly asked for a meeting (with
these conditions stipulated), but his request was refused. Massara was prepared to meet
Babbs but not the 38 Degrees members. The entire email thread between Babbs and Massara
was quickly shared with the 38 Degrees membership (Babbs, 2013). In the exchange, Babbs
exercised a form of leadership by making his own view clear, but at the same time, he was
careful to state that the next step in the campaign would be decided by a poll of members:
So, my personal view is that your (npower’s) response is not really satisfactory. Ultimately
though it’s the view of your customers and 38 Degrees members that will decide what happens
next with the campaign – I’ll be asking them to vote shortly (Babbs, 2013).

The vote was, in fact, another quick poll of members, but this time, the question was narrowed to a clear yes or no decision on the most popular tactic from the first survey: a
‘mass switch-off’ away from npower and to alternative energy suppliers.10 An email with
a simple button interface was sent to the full membership list (see Figure 2). Holding the
voting open for just 48 hours created a heightened sense of immediacy.
This two-step poll process is a common feature of 38 Degrees’ approach to incorporating
member opinion during campaigns. The first poll presents a relatively open list of alternative tactics and an opportunity for members to generate their own suggestions. The second
poll simplifies the options and seeks a majority mandate for a specific course of action.
The results of the online survey revealed overwhelming support for the next phase of
the campaign, as 98% of respondents voted to launch a mass customer switch away from
npower to alternative energy suppliers.
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The Switch
The next phase of the campaign required those 14,000 members who were npower customers to send an email to the energy company explaining why they intended to move
their accounts. 38 Degrees’ leaders lined up six alternative energy providers, all of whom
were selected on the grounds that they had unmistakable environmental or socially progressive credentials and a clean record of paying UK corporation tax. The descriptions of
each company included customer ratings from the popular consumer watchdog Which,
reinforcing the ethical consumerism of the campaign. The switch was designed as an
individualised ‘simple two-step process’ that ‘only takes 5 minutes’ and was based on
consumer logic – a direct loss of revenue for npower.11
For the large majority of members who were not npower customers, the leadership
created an alternative path to involvement: an appeal to raise money to pay for a further
old media-meets-new media tactic: a targeted online advertising campaign aimed at raising general public awareness of tax avoidance (Priestley, 2013). In order to reach beyond
38 Degrees’ email list, these advertisements were placed on social media platforms and
local news websites.

The Relationship Between 38 Degrees’ Campaign Actions, Professional
Media Coverage and Twitter Discourse
In the end, after over 180,000 petition signatures, 3375 members pledged that they would
move their energy accounts to a new provider. As the consumer switch became the centre
of the entire npower tax avoidance campaign, there was a small amount of coverage in the
financial section of the Daily Mirror (Hiscott, 2013b) and the consumer section of the
Guardian (Brignall, 2013). Despite several attempts by 38 Degrees staff to engage journalists (see, for example, 38 Degrees, 2013c), the campaign received no further exposure
in professional media.
We can further see how important the ebb and flow of news coverage is to 38 Degrees
by examining the relationship between campaign actions, professional media coverage
and Twitter discourse throughout the campaign. As Figure 3 reveals, the significant
increases in Twitter activity coincided with important moments of coverage from professional media.
If we probe a little deeper, six points on this chart reveal the strengths and the weaknesses of news cycle-driven temporal responsiveness. The spike at point 1 corresponds
with the mainstream news coverage following the npower chief’s appearance before the
House of Commons Energy and Climate Change Select Committee. Point 2 is the launch
of 38 Degrees’ first online petition. If we skip to the fourth point, we can see the large
spike on 30 April. This follows the publication of the 38 Degrees-sponsored report by tax
expert Richard Murphy and, more importantly, the resulting front-page article in the Sun.
A significant proportion of the Twitter mentions following this, at point 5 on 3 May, came
from users clicking the ‘share on Twitter’ button that appeared once they had signed the
38 Degrees online petition. This, of course, correlates with the increase in petition-signing following the Sun’s article. However, as point 6 shows, the switch action, 38 Degrees’
own little-reported initiative launched on 16 May to encourage people to move energy
suppliers, failed to make an impact on Twitter.
Now, if we skip back to point 3 (22 April), we can see a small but significant rise in
Twitter mentions of npower, tax dodging and 38 Degrees. Intriguingly, this emerged from
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Figure 3. Relationship Between 38 Degrees’ Campaign Actions, Professional Media Coverage
and Twitter Discourse.

Tweets were collected from 16 April to 28 May 2013 through a strictly defined Boolean keyword search as
follows: npower AND (tax OR ‘tax dodging’ OR ‘tax-dodging’ OR 38degrees OR ‘38 Degrees’ OR ‘38_degrees’ OR corporation OR taxes). This yielded 10,850 tweets in total.

tweets and retweets by several well-connected activist Twitter users, including Mark
McGowan aka Artist Taxi Driver (Twitter name @chunkymark, then with 30,600 followers) and UK Uncut (@UKUncut, with 70,500 followers; McGowan, 2013; UK Uncut,
2013). This might lead to the conclusion that the campaign had a ‘native’ social media
momentum of its own. But this would be a misleading interpretation because at this point,
too, the spur for these influential tweets was, in fact, a story in the Guardian about the
appointment of former npower chief Volker Beckers to a non-executive directorship at the
UK tax authority, HM Revenue and Customs (Macalister, 2013b).

Discussion and Conclusion
38 Degrees’ Big Tax Turnoff campaign effectively came to an end in late May 2013. We
have no way of knowing how many 38 Degrees members switched their energy accounts
away from npower. In the United Kingdom, moving energy providers is a complex and
time-consuming process, which, as the consumer complaint sections of news outlets
reveal, contains great potential for bureaucratic error and wilful ignorance by energy
companies. Equally, in this study, we have no means of assessing the precise behavioural
impact of the emails sent by 38 Degrees’ leaders.
As we have shown, 38 Degrees’ campaigns are, in part, a result of the leadership’s
sense of how its members’ exposure to professionally produced news will act as a spur to
members’ engagement. As their targeting of the Sun newspaper with the expert report
detailing npower’s tax avoidance makes clear, gaining publicity in professional media is
important for success. There are questions, then, about whether HMM actions can be
sustained solely in the realm of digital tools such as online petitions, email surveys and
viral social media sharing. Such uses of technology are mostly presented in scholarly
work on digital media and mobilisation as exogenous to a movement’s relationship with
professional media (although for a useful exception, see Mattoni and Treré, 2014).
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Professional media retain a powerful role in shaping agendas and legitimising and authorising political action. Digital technologies create many genuinely important and different
opportunities for non-elite interventions in shaping agendas, but as we have shown, these
interventions are predicated on the very existence of professional media in the first place.
If the agenda of professional news organisations moves on, as it did in late May 2013, a
campaign can start to wither. This is what happened with the switch campaign.
Organisational capacity and leadership still matter a great deal in these contexts. We
are not arguing that this must come from formal, bureaucratically maintained organisations. But 38 Degrees’ central team must deliberately create the digital network repertoires that enable members to engage and express their preferences. And the leadership
must do so in ways that allow for these actions to be visibly represented back to the
movement’s own mass membership and to the public and professional media, all in ways
that generate the thrill of immediacy. How 38 Degrees works, therefore, puts another
significant dent in the one-size-fits-all ‘organising without organisations’ approach that
has become popular among some observers of digital politics in recent years (see, for
example, Margetts et al., 2015; Shirky, 2008). Leaving organisational and leadership
variables out of analyses of internet-enabled mobilisations is like describing a house by
referring only to the contents of a single room. What Bennett and Segerberg identified as
‘crowd-enabled’ ‘connective’ action is important for digitally enabled political mobilisation, but as they themselves are keen to stress, this is just one among several types of
action. 38 Degrees clearly does not belong in the crowd-enabled category but nor is it
traditional collective action involving organisational brokering, heavy central coordination and ideologically coherent collective action frames. 38 Degrees fits with the HMM
type first identified in MoveOn in the United States (Chadwick, 2007; Karpf, 2012), and
it has some overlaps with what Bennett and Segerberg (2013) term ‘organizationallyenabled connective action’.12
We have also shown that the horizontalist digital media logics of 38 Degrees are interdependent with professional news media logics, even the logics of daily print media. 38
Degrees takes cues from its members’ digitally expressed multi-issue priorities, but it
must also take cues from those who wield substantial influence in the media system: professional journalists working in mass audience outlets. We find this to be important not
only because lack of integration with professional news media leads to lack of coverage
for a cause – a prominent theme in social movement studies (Gamson and Wolfsfeld,
1993; Gitlin, 1980; Rucht, 2004) – but more significantly because lack of coverage tends
to undermine members’ collective sense of the efficacy of their actions and a campaign’s
legitimacy. This is because the leadership has much weaker ‘mainstream’ evidence of
members’ efficacy that it can present back to members. Polls, petitions, likes, shares,
retweets and crowdfunding lead to professional media impact, increasing the likelihood
of member action in further polls, petitions, likes, shares, retweets and crowdfunding, and
on it goes. When this circle is broken, momentum is lost. In this case, the circle was broken by professional media.
The 38 Degrees central staff perform important filtering and gatekeeping roles, and
their influence over the design of actions enables them to exercise significant power. At
the same time, we need to be clear: 38 Degrees is not an elite-dominated think tank or
lobbying group that relies only on professional media networks while ‘astroturfing’ its
way through life, masquerading as a member-driven grassroots movement. The central
team uses its power to provide structure to the inchoate, individualised and often affective
responses of the members to matters of public concern. Given the diversity of campaigns,
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individual members choose those campaigns they wish to promote and support. This selfdetermination was also noted by a number of our member interviewees as a key reason
for getting involved (Interview 9 June 2013; Interview 13 June 2013). 38 Degrees, therefore, behaves like other HMMs: It capitalises on the decline of collective identity frames
by offering personalised pathways to engagement (Karpf, 2012; Kavada, 2012: 44;
Vromen, 2008, 2015: 196).
Thus, in line with research that suggests engagement is increasingly personally defined
and focused on issues of importance to the individual rather than institutionally derived
and patterned by older, more coherent ideologies of modernity,13 these personalised forms
of communication are a means by which HMMs motivate their large, dispersed memberships. The use of digital media to perpetually involve their membership in binding strategic decisions is unique to HMMs, and 38 Degrees fits the mould of MoveOn (Carty, 2010;
Eaton, 2010; Karpf, 2012), Avaaz (Kavada, 2012) and GetUp! (Vromen, 2015; Vromen
and Coleman, 2013).
Paolo Gerbaudo (2012) has argued that the essence of digitally mediated activism is
‘choreographical leadership’, which he says relies on ‘scene-setting’ and ‘scripting’ by
‘influential Facebook admins and activist tweeps’ (Gerbaudo, 2012: 13). 38 Degrees’
central staff might be seen as ‘choreographers’ who set the scene by organising and structuring action while trying to minimise their influence on the wills of individual members.
Thus, our findings differ from those of Marc Eaton (2010), whose study of MoveOn
found evidence of a top-down ‘manufactured’ community. It is the mass of individual
participants who shape 38 Degrees’ strategy, with their digitally mediated interventions in
internal online polls, often many months in advance of specific campaigns. But it is the
leaders who offer the technological capacity and work required to design the ongoing
consultations, structure appealing and meaningful action and activate latent ties when the
time is right. Using targeted email, Facebook and Twitter monitoring, blog posts, online
polls and petitions, the leadership assimilates the fragmented individual voices of its
membership, generates important moments of cohesion among the chaos and presents
these to professional media and policy-makers.
But we need to be clear about what structures these moments of cohesion. We see the
oscillations between choreographic leadership and member influence and between digital media horizontalism and elite media-centric work as the space of interdependencies
in which 38 Degrees acts. Interdependence with professional media, in particular, has
not been adequately recognised in previous research.14 This matters because, as we
have shown, when interdependence turns to dependence, it is more likely that a 38
Degrees campaign will lose momentum. This space of interdependencies model could
be used to guide research on other campaigns and on HMMs and digital mobilisation
more generally.
This raises a broader point about appropriate research foci as the interplay between
digital media and political engagement continues to evolve in the post-Arab Spring, postOccupy and post-Indignados era. As time passes, movements such as 38 Degrees,
MoveOn, Avaaz, GetUp! and SumOfUs are starting to look like long-term bets. They are
the success stories of digitally enabled activism; the survivors.
With this longevity in mind, we conclude with a hopeful, although admittedly speculative point. Given that the inchoate affective responses aggregated by 38 Degrees’ leadership will often come from individuals’ sense of outrage at stories in the passing parade of
the daily news, we need to be clear about the positive significance of the movement’s role
in the mediated structures of contemporary British democracy. In his classic critique of
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mass broadcast media logic, Neil Postman (2005 [1985]: 68–69) introduced the concept
of the ‘information-action ratio’. For many citizens, Postman said, the shift to a mass
news environment characterised by flows of abundant ‘context-free’ information shaped
by centralised producers of entertainment and novelty dismantles the link between information and action. The result is what Postman termed a ‘great loop of impotence’ generated by our ability to access and consume vast, regularly updated quantities of ‘superficial
facts’ without being able to meaningfully act upon them. Postman condensed this with a
provocation:
How often does it occur that information provided you on morning radio or television, or in the
morning newspaper, causes you to alter your plans for the day, or to take some action you would
not otherwise have taken, or provides insight into some problem you are required to solve? [M]
ost of our daily news is inert, consisting of information that gives us something to talk about but
cannot lead to any meaningful action.

38 Degrees is interdependent with, and sometimes dependent upon, professional news
media. But it also uses digital media to overcome the potential for passivity among its
members and to introduce its members’ voices into news cycles. It provides articulations
between the incessant flow of news and atomised citizens’ ‘cries in the wilderness’ that
rightly generated such fierce criticisms of mediated politics during the twentieth-century
era of mass media.
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Notes
1
2
3

For book-length treatments, see Bennett and Segerberg (2013), Bimber (2003), Bimber et al. (2012), Earl
and Kimport (2011), Gerbaudo (2012), Karpf (2012) and Margetts et al. (2015).
Bimber et al. (2012), Carty (2010), Chadwick (2006: 122–124, 2007), Flanagin et al. (2006) and Karpf
(2012).
By using the term movement, we make the basic point that the operational norms of hybrid mobilisation
movements (HMMs) differ from those of political parties and traditional interest organisations. At the
same time, we recognise that due to their clearly identifiable core leadership groups, HMMs also differ
in important ways from ‘classical’ social movement formations (for an overview of social movements,
see Della Porta and Diani, 2006). A minimal amount of organisational maintenance and some clearly
defined central staff roles are important for the functioning of HMMs. In this regard, they share some
traits with what are often termed ‘social movement organisations’ (for the seminal approach, see Zald
and Ash, 1966). Nevertheless, we are not convinced that this fully captures how 38 Degrees actually
works. Its campaigns cover such a wide range of issues and combine relatively weak leadership norms
and minimal bureaucracy and staff with a conscious strategy to devolve strategic power to non-elite
supporters. In short, 38 Degrees is a movement, but not in most of the conventional senses established
in social movement studies. We are grateful to one of the anonymous reviewers for pointing out the
ambiguities of the term.
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6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
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Bimber et al. (2012), Carty (2010), Eaton (2010), Karpf (2012), Kavada (2012) and Vromen (2008, 2015).
For transcript and video of the hearings, see http://www.parliament.uk/business/committees/committeesa-z/commons-select/energy-and-climate-change-committee/inquiries/parliament-2010/energy-pricesprofits-and-poverty (accessed 3 December 2015).
These data are from the UK industry standard body ABC: http://www.abc.org.uk.
‘npower: Can you help?’ Email sent 26 April 2013. Bold in original. Italics added by us for emphasis.
Murphy blogs at http://www.taxresearch.org.uk/Blog. In September 2015, he became a visiting professor
at City University in London.
‘Scandalous’. Email sent 30 April 2013. Different versions of the email were distributed according to
whether the recipient had already signed the online petition. Actions included emailing the CEO of
npower, a reminder to sign the petition, share the petition on Facebook or tweet the @npowerhq account.
‘FW: npower’. Email sent 14 May 2013.
‘npower: Switch now’. Email sent 16 May 2013.
Margetts et al. (2015) do not integrate organisational capacity and leadership. 38 Degrees was involved in
several of the UK petition campaigns used as examples but does not appear in the analysis.
See, for example, Bennett (2012), Dalton (2008), Giddens (1991), Inglehart (1990) and Norris (2011).
Journalists, professional media organisations and non-social media content are entirely absent from
Margetts et al.’s (2015) analysis.
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Appendix
List of 38 Degrees’ Emails and Interviews
Emails. All sent from the action@38degrees.org.uk address:
npower. Sent 17 April 2013.
npower: Can you help? Sent 26 April 2013.
Scandalous. Sent 30 April 2013.
npower update. Sent 3 May 2013.
FW: npower. Sent 14 May 2013.
npower vote now. Sent 15 May 2013.
npower: Switch now. Sent 16 May 2013.
npower. Sent 17 May 2013.
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npower: Switch now. Sent 17 May 2013.
npower. Sent 21 May 2013.
npower: Join in now. Sent 21 May 2013.
npower. Sent 22 May 2013.
npower: Join in now. Sent 22 May 2013.
npower. Sent 28 May 2013.

Interviews
Anonymity was offered as part of the agreement allowing internal access to 38 Degrees.
The gender of staff interviewees should not be implied from their pseudonyms.
Interviews with 38 Degrees Staff.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
aGiven

Pseudonym

Role

Date

‘Jessica’
‘Anna’
‘Jonathan’
‘Amy’
‘Adam’
‘Paul’
David Babbsa

Member Services Manager
Campaigns By You Manager
Campaigns Manager
Campaigns Director
Technology Manager
Campaigner
Executive Director

May 2013
May 2013
May 2013
May 2013
May 2013
May 2013
June 2013

his role within 38 Degrees, David Babbs agreed to be interviewed without anonymity.

Interviews with 38 Degrees Members.

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Pseudonym

Age

City

Profession

Date

‘Claire’
‘Mike’
‘Daniela’
‘Siobhan’
‘Nina’
‘Geraldine’
‘Helen’
‘George’
‘Mary’
‘Ian’
‘Jack’
‘Liam’
‘Joanna’
‘Joan’
‘Danni’

25
24
21
20
22
68
49
63
63
60
56
38
57
73
24

Leicester
London
London
London
London
Liverpool
Essex
Birmingham
Hertfordshire
Brighton
London
London
Essex
London
London

Archive centre operative
NGO worker
Student
Student
Unemployed
Retired
Civil servant
Retired
Retired
Teacher
Civil servant
Charity sector
Volunteer
Artist
Advertising

June 2013
June 2013
June 2013
June 2013
June 2013
June 2013
July 2013
August 2013
October 2013
October 2013
October 2013
October 2013
October 2013
October 2013
November 2013

NGO: non-governmental organisation.

